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Editor’s Note

Editor
Ms. Elizabeth Luvonga
VISION STATEMENT 		
“To be a prudent manager of water
catchment areas, guaranteeing access to
adequate and quality water for all.’’
MISSION STATEMENT 		
“To manage, regulate and conserve
all water resources in an effective and
efficient manner by involving the stakeholders, guaranteeing sustained access to
water and equitable allocation of water
while ensuring environmental sustainability”
CORE VALUES
Integrity
Responsiveness
Equitable apportionment &
allocation for the Nation’s
water resources
Transparency
Accountability
Stakeholder involvement
Best results orientation
Our Address
Water Resources Management Authority
9th Floor, Wing B, NHIF building,
Upper Hill
0202732291, 2729048/9 Fax: 0202729950
Email:wrma@wrma.or.ke/
editorial@wrma.or.ke
Website: www.wrma.or.ke
Accounting for every drop
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I am delighted to present this first issue
of RasilMaji. The editorial appreciates
your readership and participation in
making this, among other publications a
reality through your continuous feedback and contributions.
RasilMaji will enrich you with information on WRMA’s activities as they relate
to our Mandate in Managing the Country’s Water Resources. You will find
insightful articles on Water Quality and
Pollution Control, World Bank NRM
Project, WRUAs, Insipiration, among
many others.
We have also introduced the ‘‘Unwinding section’’ to encourage each of us to
have time for recreation. As we advance
in age, we need to keep our bodies in
shape by doing physical exercises
and eat healthy so as to keep lifestyle
diseases at bay.
From the Editorial Team, Welcome
aboard !
						
LN
Elizabeth Luvonga

CEO’s Note

This is to welcome you to this first
edition of RasilMaji. I urge you to
utilize this forum, among others
to enhance our team work. Our
first quarter has been marked
by key events set to transform
WRMA into a more visionary
Authority.
We have just began the delinking process. The board is in the
process of implementing measures
to ensure that your work environment and employee satisfaction
is as desired. I therefore urge each
one of you to perfom your duties
diligently.
I am impressed with our achievements so far. Today, the upstream
–downstream conflicts over
water sharing have so decreased
tremendously. This is attributed
to the concerted efforts of Water
Resources Users Associations in
enhancing stakeholder participation- a prerequisite for sustainable
water resources management.
Management of water allocation
for equitable utilization of water

especially in water scarcity prone
areas is another milestone to take
pride in. The climax of this aspect
has been marked by the launch of
our first Water Allocation Plan in
Lake Naivasha Basin. The experiences of this implementation will
guide the formulation of WAPs in
other catchment areas by 2015.
We have also just commissioned
the commencement of a partnership project with the Japanese
Government that will ensure that
structural and non structural
mechanisms guide flood management in Migori, Taita –Taveta
and Isiolo Counties. We will roll
out this project in other flood
prone areas in 2014.
The economic use of water which
is one of the fundamental principles of IWRM is demonstrated in
the permitting system. We have
a number of challenges since the
introduction of water use charges
within the WRMA rules. One
of them has been reluctance to
comply with the charges as it is
perceived to be a burden to the
water resource users. We encourage a change of attitude for water
resource users regarding complying with the water rules as these
charges are also used as a management tool to ensure that water
is allocated equitably. We wish to
commend Tana catchment area
for managing to enforce the rules
with minimal confrontation with
the water resource users and in
the process enhance compliance.
On water quality and pollution
control, Athi catchment area,
drained mainly by River Athi, is
heavily polluted with effluent discharge from Industries in Nairobi,

the Export Processing Zone
and Mavoko Sewerage Company.
This has by far limited water
use within the catchment. Other
streams run dry shortly after the
rains. Despite these challenges,
the region has demonstrated that
with the combination of Earth
dams and sand dams, storage can
be enhanced to meet the growing
water demand. We need to invest
in more storage facilities in other
catchment areas, especially water
scarce areas and are requesting all
our stakeholders to partner with
us in any way possible.
These initiatives have demonstrated how WRMA has domesticated the principles and concepts
of IWRM for effective water
resources management at ground
level. On the contrary the functioning of IWRM at higher policy
level still remains a challenge and
requires genuine political will.
water demand. We need to invest
in more storage facilities in other
catchment areas, especially water
scarce areas and are requesting all
our stakeholders to partner with
us in any way possible.
These initiatives have demonstrated how WRMA has domesticated the principles and concepts
of IWRM for effective water
resources management at ground
level. On the contrary the functioning of IWRM at higher policy
level still remains a challenge and
requires genuine political will.
Karibu!
Olum
Eng. John Philip Olum
Chief Executive Officer
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Donor Relations
NRM Project Enhances
WRMA’s visibility
By Eng. Joseph Kinyua

WRMA has been implementing the Natural Resources
Management project since
2008 through a US $ 15.5
million credit from the
International Development
Agency (IDA) of the World
Bank.
The project was aimed at
realizing the following outcomes:
(i)
Strengthen WRMA’s
institutional capacity to
effectively manage water
resources nationally.
(ii)
Reduced Sediment
Deposition
(iii)
Enhanced Livelihoods

Strengthening Institutional Capacity
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This has been implemented
through construction and
equipping of 12 modern Sub
regional offices and purchase
of 18 vehicles to deal with the
acute transport challenges

in these sub regions. The
open policy design adopted
facilitates open interaction
between staff members of all
cadres. The new offices are
located in Loitokitok, Nairobi, Murang’a, Kerugoya,
Nanyuki, Rumuruti, Naivasha, Kabarnet, Kericho and
Kitale. Siaya and Kisumu
offices are still under construction.

Reduced Sedimentdeposition
The second objective of
the project was to reduce
sediments deposition in
rivers and reservoirs in
the upper Tana Catchment area. This was
initiated by two studies
whose findings would
advise the best possible
interventions for this
objective.
The first study- Micro
projects investments in
the upper Tana identified 96 dam sites that
could be constructed to
check sediment deposition in Masinga and
Kamburu reservoirs.
further Analysis will
further be done to arrive
at the most economical
ones for detailed designs.
Implementation of these
dams will elongate the
life spans the strategic
reservoirs of Masinga
and Kamburu.
The study also recommended: digging of

roadside ditches to
contain road runoffs
especially for earth
roads; gulley rehabilitation on farm soil; water
conservation and river
bank rehabilitation and
protection. These will
be incorporated in Sub
Catchment Management
Plans which WRMA is
supporting WRUAs to
develop and implement.
Funding is from International Development
Agency on grant basis
and follows the WRUA
Development Cycle
(WDC) process; however funding must be done
through the Regional
manager- Tana Catchment area.
The second study Physiographical baseline
survey for the Upper Tana
Catchment was carried
out to determine the
actual condition of the
Upper Tana catchment
before any interventions
are done to rehabilitate
it and reduce sediment
loads. One of the activities undertaken during
the study was the determination of the remaining useful storage
volumes for Masinga,
Kamburu, Ndakaini and
Sasumua reservoirs.

For the first time in the life of
these reservoirs, a detailed and
accurate bathymetric survey for
each was undertaken. The volumes were calculated using two
separate methods and the results
compared. In each case there was
excellent correlation.
The survey elicited the following
findings:
•
Masinga Reservoir at
full supply level was estimated at
1,401.9 Mcm. The survey covered about 81% of the total surface area. The reservoir has lost
10.1% of its capacity since 1981
dispelling fears that it is heavily
silted.
•
Kamburu Reservoir at
full supply level was estimated
at 110.1 Mcm. The reservoir has
lost 14.7% of its capacity since
1983 and a further 10% was lost
between 1974 and 1983.
•
Ndakaini Reservoir at
full supply level was estimated at
71.46 Mcm. The survey covered
about 83.1% of the total surface area. Sedimentation is not
significant and the volume calculated is very close to the original
design value.
•
Sasumua reservoir
volume at average supply level (
full supply level not possible due
to the then ongoing rehabilitation works on the spillway) was
estimated at 4.88 Mcm
Additionally, a sediment budget
was compiled for the interconnected system of Masinga and
Kamburu reservoirs, so that a
fuller picture of the sedimentation situation in these two
strategic water bodies could be
obtained.
Net sediment inflows to Masinga
amounts to 6.74 Mtons/ year and

to Kamburu, 0.87 Mtons/year after accounting for consolidation.
Further, the sediment yields for
each reservoir catchment were
calculated as 1,094.52 t/Km2 /
year for Masinga and 508.1 t/
Km2 /year. These are extremely
useful figures for the operators
of the dams in estimating the
remaining economic lifespans of
the reservoirs.

guide adheres to principles of
Open information exchange,
Empowerment and Equity;
Transparency and Accountability.
The first call for proposals was
made in 2010 and Kshs. 20.7

Enhanced Livelihoods

The third component provides
investments in livelihood enhancing community projects,
and provides a demand driven
window of funding for livelihood
investments in the Upper Tana
Catchment. Using a Community
Driven Development (CDD)
approach, the Authority seeks
proposals from communities in
the Sub catchments and forest
perimeters to invest in livelihood
enhancing micro-projects which
support the natural resource
base.
The livelihood component targets community groups located
within the target area who are
interested in receiving small
grants to invest in their own
income generating projects or
projects which have a beneficial
impact on the management of
the natural resources and can be
implemented within one year.
The groups must be registered
and be members of WRUAs,
CFAs (Community Forest Associations) or IWUAs (Irrigation
Water Users Associations).
An NRM CDD (Community
Driven Development) manual
has been developed to guide
groups and project staff on
decisions and action points. The

The newly constructed Kerugoya Subregional offices
million from NRM project disbursed to 69 community groups.
So far the completion rate is
about 80% with the program
gaining popularity.
The second call for proposals
was made in May 2011. A total
of 249 proposals was shortlisted
for field verification. The exercise
is still ongoing and cheque presentations are scheduled to begin
in September.

Investing in Livelihood: Dairy
goat farming in Karatina
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Fish farming in Kafaru,
Nyeri is another livelihood
project under NRM
Eng. Joseph Kinyua is the
Techical Manager, WRMA
HQ

The Enigmatic
River
Ali. A. Yarrow

To date, the origins
of downstream Ewaso
Ng’iro River ( Archers
Post) and upstream of
Sabena (Lorian Swamp)
is still unclear.
A myth has it that the
river used to flow past
the Lorian Swamp and
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empty its content into
the Juba River in Somalia. It was a source of
livelihoods and blessing
to both the pastoral and
farming communities
who settled at Sabena in
the early days.
There lived a religious
leader, Sheikh Ali Abdinoor in Habaswein.
Although he lived in
Habaswein, Mandera
was his ancestral home.
On attaining the ability to preach Islam in
Somalia, he settled in
Habaswein at a place
called Sabena about
12 – 15 km downstream
of the Habaswein – Madogashe Bridge. The
land was very fertile and
due to flooding of the
river, there was plenty of
food and pasture. The
religious leader attracted
a lot of prominence with
Muslim faithfuls flocking his village from all
the neighboring districts. His increasing
fame threatened the
colonial Chief Abdi Ogle
who was from the local
Somali community of
Ogaden clan and Mohamed Zuber sub clan.
Subsequently, the Chief
gave an eviction notice

to the religious leader,
without any reasonable
cause.
After this, the Sheikh
sought divine power for
help and then shifted
with most of his followers to Takaba of Mandera District. As he left,
he left he cursed the
land of plenty to become
bare and barren, and
the prosperous River to
cease flowing. His farms
were located at the current Lorian Swamp.
Since then, there has
been no flow beyond
that point.

The CAAC Members viewing
one of stray streams
of the lower Ewaso River – the
area is green due to flooding

The extent of the historic
swamp is yet to be ascertained due to some unavoidable circumstances although
it remains a priority.

In a good year the immediate
area up stream of the swamp
floods not because of the river
flows but due several laggas that
empty into the Sub Catchment
area from a wide spectrum.
After the establishment of
WRMA , the River flows were
monitored and at times substantial flows were recorded
at Archers Post but the River
remains dry downstream at the
bridge crossing at Habaswein
more than 12 kms upstream of
the famous Swamp. There were
no known large scale irrigation
activities that could warrant this
anomaly. This has therefore,
been the issue of great concern
to all the stakeholders. Some
members of the local communities began complaining
that the immediate community
upstream, the Boran, had intentionally blocked the flow, for
their own selfish gain in order
to irrigate, an allegation that
is yet to be proved. The allegation could not be investigated in
time as most part of the River
passes through rangeland that is
often not accessible by vehicles.
However through interviews
with the local pastoral communities who benefit from this
resource, I found out that the
River changed its course at more
than two sites. As a result the
main river remained with little
or no water in most cases and its
contents divided between two
other new courses that ended up
irrigating large planes of grazing
land far away from the natural
course.

Continued on page 22

Community Participation
in Water Resources
Management
By F.J. Edalia

As a key natural resource, water
commands active involvement
of communities. One of the
achievements of the Water Act
2002 was to initiate community
involvement in water affairs
through the formation of Water
Resource Users Associations
(WRUAs). A Water Resource
Users Association (WRUA) is
an association of water users,
riparian land owners, or other
stakeholders who have formally
and voluntarily come together as
a group to cooperatively share,
conserve and manage a common
water resource.
The WRUA provides a formal
forum for community-based
participation in water resources
management. Section 15 of the

Water Act 2002 gives the legal
framework for WRUAs as a fora
for conflict resolution and cooperative management of water
resources in catchment areas.
Community-based participation Model is based on the
understanding that:
The Community is directly
affected by the state of water
resources hence the need to
involve them in conserving
and managing the resources
Community livelihoods depend on the water resources,
hence the need for the
community to undertake
water resource management
activities that serve their
best interests. Such activities involve: surveillance
on illegal/harmful activities, adoption of best land
use practices, catchment
management activities
among others.
At grass roots levels,
WRUAs mobilize water
users and resolve water
related conflicts.
WRMA plays a key role
in mobilizing communities to participate in
water resources management activities. On
WRUA formation,
WRMA has played the
following roles:

Stage 1: Sensitization of communities

Community sensitization has been used for
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awareness creation on WRMA mandate.
Key messages have focused on the following thematic areas:
i.
The existing legal provision for
WRUAs as in Water Act 2002
ii.
Benefits of forming a WRUA
iii.
Modality of forming one
iv.
Determination of WRUA bounda
ries based on catchment ap
proach for Water Resources
management
v.
Expected roles of WRUAs in WRM
vi.
Registration matters
Most communities are usually receptive to
sensitization leading to their formation of
WRUAs. As WRUA formation is a voluntary association, WRMA does not compel
communities to form one. The pace of
formation in various areas in the country
has therefore been determined by attitude
and response of the communities.

Stage 2: On WRUA formation and
registration
This stage involves WRMA supporting the
newly formed WRUAs package themselves
for funding, managing their projects,
accounting for the funding and building their capacity to fulfill their obligated
tasks. Key activities at this stage involve:
–
Signing Memorandum of Under
standing with the WRUAs
–
Assisting WRUAs prepare funding
proposals
–
Supporting capacity building of
WRUAs
–
Supporting WRUAs implement
funded activities by providing
required guidance
–
Monitoring implementation of
WRUA funded activities and giv
ing
feedback to communities and fund
ing agencies
–
Supporting WRUA Capacity Build
ing in preparation of SCMP
–
Supporting SCMP Preparation by
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WRUAS and other stakeholders
Up to 123 WRUAs have been funded to
undertake capacity building, preparation
of Sub Catchment Management Plans and
initiating implementation of the plans.

Stage 3: WRUA Activities

The activities carried out by WRUAs in
managing water catchment and water
resources management include:
–
Riparian land pegging
–
Tree planting
–
Water Abstraction surveys
–
Monitoring and reporting on water
pollution
–
Soil conservation activities ( Ga
bion construction)
–
Rainwater harvesting demonstra
tion structures
–
Sand dams development for water
conservation
–
Construction of Common intakes
for better water abstraction con
trol
–
Water allocation Plan
Despite it being new, Community participation in water resources management activities is gaining acceptance as evidenced
by the large number of WRUAS that have
been formed within a short period of
about three years. As at June 2011, the
total number of WRUAs that have been
formed is 440.
WRUAs have been useful in co-operative
management of water resources and conflict resolution
Although there has been acceptance of the
concept across the country, it is noted that
the response levels to WRUA formation
has been variable as reflected in regional
distribution of WRUAS.
The Authority through continued sensitization campaigns is encouraging more
communities to form WRUAs. Where
WRUAs exist, communities are encouraged to continue supporting activities of
the various WRUAs by actively participating in those activities.

Although there has been acceptance of the
concept across the country, it is noted that
the response levels to WRUA formation has
been variable as reflected in regional distribution of WRUAS.
The Authority through continued sensitization campaigns is encouraging more communities to form WRUAs. Where
WRUAs exist, communities are encouraged
to continue supporting activities of the
various WRUAs by actively participating in
those activities.
WRMA Technical Manager Eng Kinyua
presenting a catchment conservation
cheque to Kitimui WRUA in Kitui Sub
Region courtesy of WSTF

Matungulu WRUA in Kibwezi carrying out
a tree planting excercise
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Changes

Semi Autonomous Government Institutions.

WRMA welcomes the new
Board of Directors
1.
Hon. Francis Nyenze,
Chairman
2.
Mr. Jotham Khisa
Nyukuri
3.
Mr. Davis Nyamu
4.
Mr. Geoffrey
Leparteleg
5.
Mr. Brian Kisila
6.
Mr. Andrew Muigai
7.
Mr. Frank L. Atsiaya
8.
Mr. J. R. Nyaoro
P S Representative, Ministry
of Water & Irrigation
9.
Mr. Jaspat Agastiva
P S Representative, Ministry
of Environment & Mineral
Resources
10.
Mr. David Gichuhi
Representative			
-Inspectorate, State Corporation
11.
Mr. Moses K. Kanagi
P S Representative, Ministry
of Finance

Educational Qualifications
MBA in Strategic Management, Bachelors in Business
administration-Finance
and Accounting, a Certified
Public Accountant (Finalist),
a Certified Public secretary
(Finalist), Member of ICPAK
& KIM

Status Married to
Jane rose, father of three
sons: Bryan, Bennet and
Brandon

Extracurricular activities
Motivational speaking and
training on Academic matters
Current tasks Finance &
Administration
Motto and beliefs: A firm
believer in career advancement – self development and
equal opportunities

Expertise 21 years job
experience in Accounting,
Finance, Planning, Administration, Human Resource,
Procurement and Strategy

Mr. Eric Khadambi- IT Manager
Status Married to Elizabeth,
father to Milly, Eurelia and
Angela Expertise

Has worked in Government
Parastatals, Private Sector,
International Non Governmental organization and

Vast experience in ICT
project Management and
Business-Systems alignment.

WRMA Staff

Mr. James Ambuso- Finance
& Administration Manager
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Former employer: Nakuru
Rural Water & Sanitation Co.
Ltd (NARUWASCO).

Has worked in Kenyatta
International Conference
Centre (KICC) (ICT Manager) Independent Boundaries Review Commission
(IIBRC) (ICT Manager)
Hobbies Sports, reading, IT
Innovations
Educational
Qualifications MSC (Kenyatta University)
Current Tasks Overseeing
the ICT strategic plan which
among others involves setting up ICT infrastructure
to link all WRMA Offices
(Head Office,
Region and Sub-Region Offices) and to be able to run
the various WRMA ICT
applications on this infrastructure, effectively anchoring WRMA operations on
technology
Motto in life is To convert
ideas into projects and
implementing them. My
vision is to drive business on
technology.

Ms. Elizabeth LuvongaPublic Relations Officer

who does not need to be
ashamed (1 Tim.2:15)
Hobbies Culinary arts, Singing, Mentoring youth

Authority Shares
IWRM Experiences
with
Mozambique
By Daniel Wanyumu

Status Married to Caleb,
Mother of Bianca
Expertise 10 years experience in Corporate Communications & Marketing
Previous employer Daystar
University, St. Pauls University, among others (Adjunct
Lecturer, Communication
courses); Balozi Productions
(Head of Public Relations)
Educational Qualifications:
BA (Communications, PR
option, Daystar University),
MA Communication Studies (University of Nairobi,
School of Journalism).
Current Tasks Communication strategy formulation,
Events management, Media relations, Publications
production & management,
Internal & External relations,
etc
Motto in life is To do my best
to present myself to God as
one approved; a work man

The IUCN Eastern and
Southern Africa Regional
Office (ESARO) with funding from the United Nations
Environmental Programme
(UNEP) is implementing a
component of the “Joint Programme on Environmental
Mainstreaming and Adaptation to Climate Change in
Chicualacuala District, Gaza
Province, Mozambique”. The
Chicualacuala District near
the border of Zimbabwe
has similar climatic conditions as the Lower Tana Sub
Catchment, the GWI Kenya
geographical area of operation.
Using the experience of
Integrated Water Resources
Management (IWRM) planning process from the Lower
Tana, representatives from
the IUCN ESARO and Water
Resources Management

Authority (WRMA) Lower
Tana supported the IUCN
Mozambique (project) team
in developing an IWRM plan
for Chicualacuala District
between July 16th to 24th
2011.
The IWRM planning process was conducted in the
two administrative areas of
the Chicualacuala District ;
Mapai and Eduardo Mondlane for a period of two days
in each area, with a one day
field visit. During the meetings participants developed
the resource map for their
area; identified the problems
related to water and the
environment; analyzed them
(cause and effect); ranked or
prioritized them (through
secret voting and/or pairwise
ranking method); identified the current and strategic interventions as well as
activities and sub activities
to address the problems. In
addition, participants developed budgets, time frames
for implementing the activities as well as the indicators
for assessing the progress.
Daniel Wanyumu is a
Catchment Management
Officer in
Lower Tana
Sub Region
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tor Mohammed Awer and
Chairman Water Resource
Management Authority
Francis Nyenze launch the
Lake Naivasha water allocation plan at KWS institute
Naivasha.
6 Hon Mututho, Naivasha
Member of Parliament, addressing guests at the WAP
Launch
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7 Health hazard: Community members fetching water
from an unprotected spring.
8 Water Quality and Pollution Control officer Rose
Nyamori and Sub Regional
officers monitoring effluent
discharge at Runda, Nairobi

Pictorial

9 Rebecca Mutie and Miriam Waweru doing taking
a shot during the 2009 End
of Year party at Safari Park
Hotel

2 M& E officer Eunice
Ochieng breezing at the
River Nile bank after a long
day of training on Monitoring and Evaluation at
Manpower Development
Institute, Kampala, Uganda

10 Ground Water Officer
Peter Supeyo celebrates the
WAP launch at KWS Training School
11 Mombasa hotel owners
mapping the way forward for
the pollution challenges in
the region

1 Vision 2030 sensitization:
WRMA Governing board
directors Nyamu, Angatsiva,
Atsiaya, Gichuki and Musila

3 ….hey you, join our
beauty campaign to conserve
Mother nature
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4 Water Rights Officer Canute Mwakamba and KWS
wardens in a partnership bid
to conserve the Aberdares
National Reserve

12 WRMA-JICA Collaboration: Hajime Kobayashi,
JICA Chief Advisor and
Mikio Ishiwatari, Senior
Advisor JICA signing minutes to commence the Flood
Managemenr Project in
flood prone areas

5 (L-R) The director of
water resources John Nyaoro, WWF County Direc-

13 Internal Auditor Albert
Kamaliki, HRO Jenniffer
Agumba, PRO Elizabeth

Luvonga & Garissa Sub
Regional Manager Abdi
pause for a photo moment at
a Regular gauging station at
one of River Tana’s banks in
Garissa County
14. Lower Tana CMO Daniel
Wanyumu participating in a
GWI developing an IWRM
Plan in Chicualacuala District in Mozambique

Events Profile

9th August 2011 witnessed
the launch of Lake Naivasha
Water Allocation Plan. A
Water Allocation Plan, also
known as ‘’WAP’’ sets out
principles for water allocation in tandem with Catchment management strategies.
It ensures that allocation
of water resources is done
equitably among users and is
in recognition of the needs
of all water users, the ecosystem and the environment. Its
conceptualization is usually
done in consultation with
stakeholder groups, water
resource users, development
agencies and the community.
The event took place at KWS
Training School, Naivasha.
Water Quality compliance
workshop, 15th August 2011,
Milele Beach Hotel
The Water Resources Management Authority conducted a hoteliers sensitization
workshop in Mombasa to
promote the importance of
managing these challenges
which if not addressed might
end up depleting the scarce
water resources.

The initiative is a bid to develop
Integrated Water Resources
management partnerships with
private sector. WRMA Chairman officiated the event. The
event was done in collaboration
with GIZ.

WRMA Chairman, addresses
hotel owners on pollution control activities

Integrated Flood Management Project begins
Signing Minutes, Kenya School
of Monetary Studies, 18th August, 2011
The Ministry of Water & Irrigation, WRMA and JICA signed
minutes marking the commencement of Capacity Development Project for effective
Flood Management in flood
prone areas. The three year
project worth US$ 3 million
donated by Japanese Government will be implemented by
Water Resources Management
Authority. The targeted Counties for the project are; Migori,
Taita –Taveta and Isiolo Coun-

ties which fall under Gucha
Migori, Lumi. and Ewaso
Ngiro North River Basins.
These areas are vulnerable to
slow and flash floods having
affected 21,000 people so far.
The flood management project
will involve active participation
of the communities through
Water Resources Users Associations (WRUAs). The project
anticipates execution of two
types of flood infrastructure:
Structural involving construction of dams, gabions, dykes
and bridges; and non structural
involving promotion of the
communities’ implementation
of evacuation, early warning
systems, community coping
mechanisms and drills. WRMA
will replicate the project in all
other flood prone areas in the
six catchment areas once the
pilot project ends. Meanwhile
the Authority is incorporating
the flood management component in its Catchment and Sub
catchment management strategies.

2

3

4

1

4
1 PS Ministry of Water & Irrigation Eng. David Stower
2 CEO WRMA Eng. Philip
Olum,
3. L-R Hajime Kobayashi,
JICA Chief Advisor and Mikio
Ishiwatari, Senior Advisor JICA
4 Sealed deal-JICA Senior Advisor shake hands with PS, Water
& Irrigation Ministry
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Coming Soon
i.Workshop to dissem
inate report on
Inventory of all 		
boreholes drilled 		
within the Nairobi Metropolitan Report

By Elizabeth Luvonga
I know of story of a teacher
who was a chain smoker. If
he caught any of his students
smoking, he would give
them a serious spank and
tell them ‘‘Do as I say, not as
i do’’. In many cases, it is a
norm for people in authority to get away with morally
unacceptable conduct as
defined by their institutions
and still demand morally
upright practices from their
followers and peers. This
phrase has been applied in
different settings- family,
industry, institutions, organizations, among others

management of water resources in the Country. As a
leader, WRMA has a Strategic plan which ensures that
staff output realizes strategic
objectives. To adhere or
not to adhere to this plan has
short and long term effects
which are likely to impact
the organization internally
and externally. One of the
recognizable ways of assessing this impact is by observing stakeholder perceptions
of the Authority. When a
stakeholder has positive
perceptions about an organization, they show confidence
and demonstrate goodwill.
This can be translated to
increased opportunities for
funding, trainings, collaborations, partnerships, among
others. The reverse is true for
negative perceptions.
As an Authority, our stakeholders view us wholistically
meaning that they may not
view a Technical department
as independent of the organization. This is the essence of
Corporate communication
-perceived from a holistic
point of view that is, how an
organization communicates
to its stakeholders as the
organization not as a certain
department. This is why we
must be a team.

. In my perspective as Public
Relations practitioner, it is
impossible to lead without
practicing what one advocates for. A leader influences
followers to take a certain
path that should lead to a
desired destiny. Since leadership is earned, then leaders cannot escape being role
models. In this case, Do as I
say, not as I do cannot apply.
WRMA is the lead agency in

The acronym ‘RACE’ is
renown in the Public Relations fraternity. It stands
for Research, Action, Communication and Evaluation;
all having key roles in PR’s
management function. Of
relevance to this topic are
middle two- Action and
Communication. Action is
about organizations realizing
their mandates. Communication is about disseminat-

ii.WRMA capacity building
workshop with Mombasa
WRUAs
iii.ASK Nairobi Show
v.WRMA team building day
vi.WRMA End of Year party

PR Talk
Do as I do and as I say
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ing information about these
activities to their stakeholders. Action precedes communication. This means that
an organization’s communication is more effective when
the organization performs
its activities as it ought to
- When service delivery is
excellent.
With this, may I submit
that a good image is earned
meaning that an organization must lead in excellent
services for communication
to be effective. There is a
growing misperception that
communication initiatives
can substitute poor service
delivery or a poor image. If
communication is to succeed
in this case, the organization’s actions must lead. This
does not mean that mistakes
or undoings in this case do
not happen. If they do, they
should be acknowledged
with implementation of
remedial actions following
promptly. May I reiterate the
importance of our leading
in excellent service which
results to effective communication and by this we shall be
encouraging people to Do as
we do and say.
Elizabeth Luvonga is the
Public Relations Officer,
WRMA HQ

Water Resources
Management and
Vision 2030

By Rose Nyamori
Water is essential for everything on our planet to grow
and prosper. The human action has influenced to a very
large extent the present

state of our water resources
in Kenya. Although we
recognize this fact, we
disregard it by polluting our
water bodies for example
rivers, lakes and oceans.
Subsequently, we are slowly
harming our water resources
to the point where important
fauna and flora required in
our surface water are dying
at a very alarming rate.
In Kenya man has exploited
our water resources in
pursuit of development and
provision for his needs.
In the process man destroys
the water resources and affects the quality and quantity of ourwater resource
to sustain other activities.
The Kenyan population that
has increased in urban and
rural areas has resulted into
increased demand for water
and services i.e. water for
domestic, industrial, agricultural and recreational
uses. This demand for water
has led to increased effluent discharges into water
resources. Occasionally, raw
or partially treated effluents
are discharged into water
bodies that cause changes in
water’s chemical, physical,
biological and radiological
quality, rendering them unfit
for existing, intended or potential uses. Leachates from
solid waste dumps pose pollution threat to both ground
and surface water resources
through infiltration and surface run-off respectively.
The 2030 vision for water is
to ensure that improved wa
ter is available and accessible
to all. The goal for

2012 is to increase access to
safe water in both rural and
urban areas beyond present
levels. To achieve this target
under vision 2030 expanding access to safe water is an
urgent priority. This will lead
to an increase in water availability since abundant water
of good water quality will be
available for use with various stakeholders; increase
in industrial growth. This is
the basis for water resources
protection.
Majority of the population in
Kenya especially in the rural
areas still relies heavily on
surface water. Groundwater
is also being taped to augment the surface water situation. Surface and Groundwater resources in Kenya are
increasingly becoming polluted from both point source
and non-point sources. This
situation calls for concerted
efforts to protect the available water resources.
One of the challenges currently facing water resource
management is the failure
to properly treat and manage effluent and solid waste
which is directly responsible
for adverse human health
effects and ecosystem, Fish
kills, Water rights conflicts
due to shortage of water of
suitable quality and contaminated water sources that
result in water supplies that
are costly to treat.
Gauging from the outcome
of our field reports, it is clear
that cooperation between the
organizations is important
in the following areas: water
resources; agriculture irriga

tion; trade and investment,
Poverty alleviation and
infrastructural development;
among others. I urge all the
water users to collaborate
with Water Resources management Authority in mitigating against water resource
protection.
It is important for Kenyan
population to identify common areas of sustainable
water resource management
and economic cooperation
and development with the
view to establish a mechanism for regular consultations on common issues affecting our water resources.
The effluent dischargers and
the industrialist are urged to
give high priority to waste
management and to adopt
cleaner production concept,
focusing on waste minimization, separation of waste and
recycling of waste products.
They are also required to develop and implement “Effluent Discharge Control Plan”
in order to reduce pollutants
concentration, thus minimizing risks to human and
ecosystem health.
WRMA is asking all the
waste dischargers to comply
with the protection of water
bodies in accordance to Water Resources Management
(WRM) Rules (2007). The
Authority is calling on all
environmentally conscious
citizens, Water Resources
Users Associations (WRUAs)
and the public at large to
join the cause in preventing
raw or inadequately treated
effluent and solid waste from
entering the water bodies.
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Rose Nyamori is the Water
Quality and Pollution Control officer, WRMA HQ

Unwinding zone
My talent; God gifted
By Jane M. Bodo

dream and not shun it
Do you have a gift?
Why do you close doors on
me?
When you tell me i can’t do
it?
It is my gift that will make
me sit with kings,
And realize my destiny,
I encourage myself when
I know it is only God who
speaks for me.
Yes, God knows I can make
it
Do you have a gift?

they call my children
‘’floods’’ and it makes me
wonder why Mr. Rain falls so
sparingly.

Jane M. Bodo is an Administration Assistant, WRMA
HQ

Never let go, God gives us
talents,
The sky is the limit and God’s
time is the best,
We realize the dreams as we
grow up,
I discovered my dream although in the midst of life’s
hustles and bustles, it got
rerouted .
Do you have a talent and a
gift from God?
Talent s and gifts are divine,
Not everyone though, realizes
them,
Gifts come in special ways,
Do you know your gift?
Human beings can shut doors
for God given gifts,
But the gifts can never be
driven away from us,
The gifts can be shown and
practiced in many places
Are you my destiny helper,
please help me realize my
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Water Talk
By Teresia Thungu

As the party progressed, it
emerged that they no longer
meet as often as they would
like because man has made
their life unbearable. Mr
Tana was the first to lament;
‘I am never able to come
over because man has interfered with my life
by chopping and fitting me
into structures he calls canals
and pipes.
As I roll down from the
mountains, I get choked with
his rusty cans and tins, filthy
rugs, polythene papers, bitter
colored liquid substances
and tons of soil which take
a lot of space in my house
making part of my family
to flow into their farms and
homes.
It really annoys me when

Our shelter has been destroyed and most of our
friends like the fish, crocodiles, hippos and others have
disappeared.
Mr. Rain was quick to defend
himself that he never comes
down more often because
his relatives never come up
from the Ocean, River and
others to join forces against
Wind who scatters his family
far and wide making him too
thin and he ends up falling
down as dew. He concluded
by lamenting how tired he
was and felt like giving up
since it took his family a lot
of energy to come together
and join forces to enable
them fall to the earth.
Groundwater desiring to
free himself from blame said
he was suffering from slow
death.
Rain was no longer recharging him and those same
pipes in Tana’s place had
invaded his home and

took away most members
of his community never to
return them.
Mr Ocean the host was not
left out and as the party
got sweeter with sweet cool
water from Rain, he narrated
his ordeal while preparing
the venue. ‘You should have
been here to see the filth that
ends up in my place from
man’s dirty homes, hotels,
and worst of all factories.
Woe unto us! We are choking from we don’t know
what, we are doomed’.
Our clan hood has been
destroyed and our roots
severed. Let us meet another
day soon and resolve how
we shall deal with man’. Rain
concluded. However, in
quick rejoinder, ground water gave his verdict. ‘If you all
joined me, we can dig deep
down where man will never
find us.’ But Ocean remembering his free lance life and
the misery of a dark solitary
life underground could not
hear of it. The issue was thus
left for another day.
Teresia W. Thungu is a
Water Rights Officer- Engare
Narok Melghis Sub-region
(Rumuruti),

Inspiration		
				
The Ripple Effect: For
nothing is impossible
with God.

By Margaret Muthiani
A poster on a hallway wall

states, “Every drop creates
a ripple, with a picture of a
water drop

and the ripple in the water
once the drop hits the water’s
surface’’. From the smallest drop to the largest, every
drop that comes into contact
with the larger body of water
changes the surface of the
water in the form of a ripple.
What’s true in the physical world is also true in the
spiritual world. When we
allow God to use us, we can
have a spiritual impact on
the eternal Kingdom of God
that will create ripples far
beyond our own self. The
size of that impact, or ripple,
depends on the size of our
“drop.”
In the second chapter of
Luke, Elizabeth and Mary
were two ordinary people whom God used to do
extraordinary things. Elizabeth was barren and past
the age for having children,
while Mary was a virgin who
was engaged to be married
to Joseph. Yet God, through
his angel, approached each
of them and told them that
they would conceive and

have children. At the appointed time, Elizabeth gave
birth to John the Baptist and
Mary bore Jesus. While impossible in human terms – it
happened in spiritual terms
and manifested physically - a
barren woman and a virgin
- God is without limitations.
Everything is possible with
Him even when we don’t
expect it.
There are four lessons which
we learn and can possibly implement from these
experiences. One, these two
women had at least a few
things in common, both
with each other and possibly with us. First, in their
flesh, or seeing things from
a limited human viewpoint,
they saw the impossibility of
bearing children. Second,
upon hearing from God,
they allowed themselves to
believe in the impossible and
trusted God.
Thirdly, The Holy Spirit
came upon each of them,
and in His power, they were
able to conceive and prophesy about the future of Mary’s
baby - Jesus, to be the spiritual drop that will eternally
impact His Kingdom.
Fourthly, they surrendered
to the work of God in their
lives- when Angel Gabriel
visited Mary to deliver to
her the news of the coming King, she said, ‘’ let it be
unto me according to your
word’’. That was a statement
of surrender to the work of
God in her life.
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Will you surrender yourself to do the impossible through the power of Holy Spirit
or will you continue to struggle with God’s
desire for you? May God help us cast aside
anything that hinders from seeing how all
things are possible through Him, the all
powerful, eternal, living God. May God
make us to be the spiritual drop that will
eternally impact His Kingdom.

Margaret Muthiani is an
M & E Officer at WRMA HQ

5 years from now
		
Leisure

Q and A with Ms Annette Muli
Q			A
Children?:
Yes, a daughter named
			‘‘Hope’
Birthday:
Qualifications
		

31st July
Diploma in
Purchasing and
Supplies, Pursuing an
Undergraduate in 		
Procurement.

Watching movies, Reggae

What I love most in WRMA

My friends

I would like WRMA to be
More
			
interactive between
			
staff, people to work
			
in their areas of
			specialization
Motto in life

Profiles

I will be 		
done with all schools,
including MBA

‘‘Take one day at a time’’

Annette Muli is an Assistant Records
Clerk at WRMA HQ

Wellness

Your well-Being
By James Ouma
Are you someone who thinks or says:‘’I simply don’t have enough time
to exercise because I work so much.’’
‘’My office doesn’t have a fitness
center so I can’t exercise during the day.’’
‘’My family keeps me busy after I
get home-there’s just no time to do exercise!’’
A little creativity and dedication to your
health can make it possible to incorporate fitness during busy schedules. Sitting
much of the day causes loss of muscle tone
due to inactivity.
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Here are a few light muscle-stretching exercises. They can be done in the office with no
equipment (This is weight training without the
weights-using only your body weight.).
James Ouma is an IT assistant at WRMA
HQ.
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Clubs

The Corporate Affairs Office is enlisting
staff members for the following activities:
1.
2.
3.

WRMA Choir
Swimming Club
Environmental Club

Get in touch with the Cubs patrons Ms
Emerald Midega and Ms Christine Muimi for more information.

Achievements

1.Published article
By Rose Angweya, Catchment Management Officer HQ, for publishing a journal
article entitled: Sediment characteristics
and windinduced sediment dynamics in
shallow Lake Markermeer, the Netherlands
Published in Aquatic Sciences:Research
Across Boundaries, Vol 73, Feb 2011
2. New Grandmother
Jacinta Were, a granny to Nia Auma
Otieno
3.New Mother
Rebecca Mutie, Procurement Officer, HQ,
mother to Alvin Mutia.
Happy birthday to all with birthdays
within this second half of the year.
Receive our heartiest congratulations to all
who are celebrating any manner of milestone.
And for all who are going through a rough
patch in any way, accept our deepest
consolation. Feel free to get in touch with
our office on Elizabeth.luvonga@wrma.
or.ke for any support you need from us.

The Enigmatic River

continued from page 7
The two new streams became a blessing
for both wildlife and livestock since the
green pasture and water lasted for a long
period of time unlike the normal circumstances. We also learnt that at least two of
the streams eventually find their way into
the Main River after losing most of their
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resource to flooding and irrigating the
hinterland.
The Assistant Chief of Lolokuta South of
Wajir West has been very supportive in
efforts to unravel this mystery. He played
a key role in guiding the recent CAAC
tour to the area even though we could not
reach either points of diversion due to
poor accessibility.
Unfortunately, both communities are ill
informed about the Water Sector reforms
and their roles as spelt out in the Water
ACT 2002. Therefore the upstream users do not feel obligated to care or even
inform the downstream users about the
condition of the resource while the downstream users just passed the blame without
establishing facts or making no efforts to
get the necessary information. There is a
gap between the two neighboring communities in terms of information sharing.

Portion of the River that is well vegetated
even though it was dry season and the flows
were low

There is need to establish the real cause of
the diversions, the abstractions between
Archers Post and the Swamp and other
beneficial uses of the water presently and
before the diversionso as to ensure equitable distribution of the resource and implementation of other remedial measures.
Ali Yarrow is the Sub Regional Manager,
Ewaso Daua

